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1
Why play?

Ed
u

ca

tio

the importance of play in young children’s learning
how some theories of play have influenced early years mathematics education
the significance of meaningful, creative contexts for mathematical development
the balance between focused teaching and independent activities
a discussion of an appropriate structure for a playful early years mathematics session.
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•
•
•
•
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This chapter covers:
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Young children observe and participate in many mathematical events well before
they begin nursery or statutory schooling. Through day-to-day tasks, they are operating in rich mathematical contexts which introduce them to mathematical
concepts and skills. One of the most powerful, self-motivating contexts for mathematics in the home and daycare settings is play, and thus it can provide a meaningful
link with school.

©

H

aw

Play is undoubtedly enjoyable for young children owing to the freedom it facilitates, the sense of ownership it affords, and the self-esteem it promotes. Through
play, children can repeat, rehearse and refine skills, displaying what they do know
and practising what they are beginning to understand. Its disparate nature, however, makes it difficult to define and research has focused on a variety of aspects in
different contexts (Bennett et al., 1997). Indeed, Bruce (1991) argues that ‘play’ is
too broad a term and proposes 12 features by which to define ‘free-flow’ play – in her
view, play in its purest form. Some theories of play, however, have had particular
impact on the teaching of mathematics.

Piaget
Piaget’s constructivist theory (cited in Lindon, 2001) states that active learning, first-hand
experience and motivation are the catalysts for cognitive development. Learning develops
through clearly defined ages and stages – a continuum from functional play, through symbolic play to play with rules. Piaget’s theories have not only influenced early years practitioners
in their practice of allowing children self-choice, but they have also been very influential on
commercial maths schemes which assume a hierarchical view of mathematical development,
and which emphasize pre-number skills, such as matching and sorting.
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Vygotsky
Vygotsky (1978), unlike Piaget, emphasizes the significance of social interaction, in particular the use of language, which assists learning and development. His social constructivist theory regards social interaction with peers and adults, through which children can make sense
of their world and create meaning from shared experiences, as crucial. Learning occurs in
the ‘zone of proximal development’, which represents the difference between what the child
actually knows and what the child can learn with the assistance of a ‘more knowledgeable
other’. Play with others, whether peers or adults, can therefore provide these ‘zones’ because
of the meaningful and motivating social context in which they occur. His influence on mathematics has been to encourage mathematics teaching to be related to the child’s own experiences and to encourage talk about mathematics.
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Bruner

ro
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nl
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Like Vygotsky, Bruner (1991) shares social constructivist theories which highlight the significance of interaction with others. Play serves as a vehicle for socialization and its contexts
enable children to learn about rules, roles and friendships. The practitioner is proactive in
creating interesting and challenging environments and in providing quality interactions,
which act as a ‘scaffold’ for children’s learning. He advocates a ‘spiral curriculum’ (cited in
Lindon, 2001) where children revisit play materials and activities over time, using them differently at each encounter as their increased development dictates. The structure of the
National Numeracy Strategy (DfEE, 1999), with its repeated visits to specific learning objectives each half term, reflected the need for children to revisit ideas in order to consolidate
their learning and move on to the next stage of their mathematical development.

rB

Smilansky and Shefatya
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There is substantial evidence for the benefits of socio-dramatic play, essentially owing to its
dominance as a form of play in early childhood (Bennett et al., 1997). Smilansky and
Shefatya (cited in Kitson, 1994) define socio-dramatic play as requiring interaction, communication and cooperation, which allow children to test out ideas and concepts, unlike dramatic play, where the child may play alone. Smilansky and Shefatya suggest that enriched
learning comes from the adult working alongside children in their play and in fact ‘play
tutoring’. Kitson writes of this type of play: ‘Fantasy play acts as a way of unifying experiences, knowledge and understanding, helping the child to discover links between individual
components’ (1994: 91). Through play, children can assimilate information into what they
do know, and practise and prepare for situations they as yet do not. By selecting different
role-play areas, practitioners can give access to different and appropriate areas of learning.
This is a common approach in many early years settings where the practitioner will establish
a cafe or shop, for example, in the role-play area to provide a context for developing an
understanding of specific mathematical concepts, often those involving the use of money.
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Both the Independent Review of Mathematics Teaching in Early Years Settings and
Primary Schools (DCSF, 2008) and the Independent Review of the Primary Curriculum:
Final Report (Rose, 2009) argue that play is far from trivial, but is a feature of effective early years pedagogy. Both reviews, the EYFS, Foundation Phase in Wales and
Curriculum for Excellence in Scotland advocate play that is a mix of child-initiated
and adult-supported. Adult-supported play and adult-led activity are most effective
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A practitioner in role supporting children in their role play.
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Photo 1.1
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WHY PLAY?
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when embedded in a creative context where children can make connections with
other experiences, and in which they are thinking, talking and are purposeful. If
play is valued and there is quality adult involvement, it can enhance learning and
contribute to the raising of standards (Bennett et al., 1997; Moyles, 1994). It is this
involvement of adults, through skilled interactions in play, that children can
demonstrate:

H

• improved verbal skills

©

• social skills
• creativity

• problem-solving and divergent-thinking skills. (Bennett et al., 1997)
Indeed, Gura (1992) found that children who played with a sensitive adult in a
child–adult partnership were not only assisted well and able to move on to the
next stage of their development, but they adopted this way of working themselves
with their peers, reproducing this assisted model of learning.
In order to support mathematical development, all play needs quality adult involvement at some level. Children will benefit from practitioner-initiated play (or structured play), and child-initiated play, and indeed a balance of both is desirable
(Fisher, 2002; Pound, 1999). Griffiths (1994) argues that play and maths are very useful partners and that learning maths through play offers several advantages in that it:
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4
Counting and using number
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the development of counting skills, and how this can be supported
the imaginative use of number lines and counting sticks
early mathematical operations
using money
examples of focused teaching activities and recorded work, along
with examples of independent activities based on the theme of ‘the
farm’.
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This chapter covers:
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Counting
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Learning to count proficiently involves the acquisition of skills through involvement in key experiences using the language of number and comparison
(Montague-Smith, 2002). Children need to:

aw

• learn number names in order

H

• count objects by touching them

©

• understand that the last number they say is the total number of objects in the
group
• transfer these skills effectively from one context to the next
• move competently from counting concrete objects to counting abstractly.
It is crucial to provide a wide range of interesting objects, both like and unlike,
for children to count and to ensure that there is a purpose for the activity,
whether for the sheer joy of handling and observing tiny shells in a basket, or
finding the number of play people that will fit into a vehicle made in the construction area. The practitioner must, therefore, plan carefully to ensure that the learning
environment offers opportunities for counting in stimulating and meaningful ways
(see Examples below).
Boxes and baskets, filled with interesting objects, can be displayed on table-tops to
encourage children to observe, feel and count. The contents of these counting collections might include:
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Photo 4.1 Harvesting these apples in a nearby orchard provides real opportunities for
counting in 10s.
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• acorns

w
nl

• beads

ro

• butter beans (that can become ‘magic beans’ by spray-painting them)

rB

• buttons

aw

©

• conkers

H

• dog biscuits

ke

• clothes pegs

• glass pebbles/marbles
• leaves
• pasta shapes (again can be spray-painted)
• salt dough objects (theme-related)
• shells
• sunflower/pumpkin seeds.
This is most successful when these counting collections are changed frequently and
are related to the current theme and interests of the youngsters. Children also need to
explore the equivalence of number, and have opportunities to count in 2s, 5s, and 10s
(see Examples below). Counting a large number of objects in 10s, for example, allows
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them to explore a ‘big number’, and also provides children with valuable experience
in preparing for place value.
There is generally an over-emphasis on the cardinal nature of number in the early
years (Haylock and Cockburn, 2003). When planning artefacts for counting boxes
and baskets, it is also valuable to create opportunities for children to order numbers,
examples being:

Matching number of spots to corresponding numeral

w
nl

Figure 4.1
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• matching the number of spots on a salt dough ladybird to the corresponding
numeral on leaves numbered 0–10 placed alongside

H
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• placing the corresponding number of plastic flies on ‘webs’ (made of paper and
string) numbered 0–10
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Figure 4.2

Matching number of spiders to corresponding numeral

• placing numbered model houses in numerical order.
Specific number apparatus such as Numicon® (see Resources), along with number
lines and objects, allow children to explore the ‘threeness of 3’, for example.
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Using number lines
Much is written about the value of young children’s involvement with number
lines in their mathematical development (Haylock and Cockburn, 2003; Pound,
1999; Worthington and Carruthers, 2003). Indeed, Haylock and Cockburn (2003: 26)
suggest:

Number of interest
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Figure 4.3
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‘… young children should do as much of their number work moving up and down
number lines, or similar manifestations of the ordinal aspect, as they do manipulating sets of counters and blocks’.

©

Young children should have access to number lines in all their forms. These include:
• number tracks
• number snakes (number tracks in the form of a snake often going up to numbers
beyond 20)
• washing lines accompanied by baskets of numeral cards and pegs
• individual tracks and lines (for use with fingers or counters)
• big floor number lines and tracks (for jumping along)
• counting sticks.
Big floor number lines are particularly useful as they enable children to count the
jumps they make forwards, or back along the number line, and help them experience
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Table 4.1

Examples of mathematical operations in playful contexts

Mathematical
operation

Example of practitioner’s question in specific
learning context

Structure

Addition

• Union of two sets
• Counting on

• Role play: ‘Claire has 2 post bags, 1 of which
has 3 letters and the other 2 letters. How
many letters does Claire have altogether?’
• Play tray: ‘How many scoops of corn did it
take to fill the sack? Samira put in 4, then 3 more’.

Subtraction

•
•
•
•

Multiplication

• Repeated addition
• Scaling

Division

• Repeated subtraction
• Sharing
• Grouping
(inverse of multiplication)

• Washing line: ‘There are 6 sacks on the
washing line. Jayesh takes 3 down. How many
are left?’
• Number line (on a big leaf number line 0–10)
‘The ladybird is on leaf number 8. It flies 4
leaves back. Where will it land?’
• Block play: ‘Tilly has made her ice-cream stall
with 8 wooden blocks. Sam has made his
with 6. How many more wooden blocks did
Tilly use?’
• Role play: ‘The baker must have 12 cakes on
the shelf. She has already made 4, so how
many more does she need to make?’
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Taking away (partitioning)
Counting back (reduction)
Difference (comparison)
Inverse of addition
(complementary addition)

ow
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• Play tray: ‘I can see 4 plant pots with 2 spiders
in each one. How many spiders are there
altogether?’
• Block play (using same sized blocks): ‘Joe’s
wall is 4 blocks long. Chloe wants to make a
wall 2 times as long. How many blocks
does she need?’
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• Role play (using a plate of 6 biscuits):
‘How many times can we take 2 biscuits?’
• Role play: ‘We have 3 children and 9 items of
washing to do. Can you share out the
washing fairly?’
• Malleable materials: ‘How many bags of 2
bread buns do we need to make 10 bread buns?’

H

Using money

Some early years settings and schools have differing views about using real money
for teaching and learning and it is up to individual settings to establish their own
guidelines about this. Undoubtedly, there are benefits in allowing children to handle, and consequently familiarize themselves, with real coins, giving the activities
in which they are involved authenticity. Possibilities for play involving money in
specific areas in the learning environment might include:
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• role play – using money in ‘real-life’ situations
• modelling and painting – printing with coins, coin rubbings, moulds in modelling dough
• play trays – sorting coins into a selection of unusual/attractive purses or bags
• construction/technology – making simple money boxes big enough for 10 coins
• table-top counting activities – counting pennies in a ‘staircase’; counting pennies
in groups of 10; laying coins in a pattern.
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Such experiences provide opportunities to familiarize children with the shape,
colour and size of each coin in contexts that promote the use of related vocabulary:
coin, value, amount, worth more, worth less, greater than, too expensive, less
expensive, cheaper than. Only when children are able to identify and name coins
confidently are they ready to begin to make amounts. Exchange games are a useful
precursor to this. The most successful of these are simply made by the practitioner
or the children themselves and depict their current interests. With the use of dice,
children can collect specified numbers of pennies which are then exchanged for a
given coin, such as exchanging five pennies for a 5p coin.

Learning objective:
Resources:

Recognition of cardinal numbers.
Numeral cards 0–10; salt dough biscuits; newsprint
paper ‘cones’ (to act as simple bags); coloured pens;
large floor number line.
Ask a group of children to help bag up ‘butter biscuits’
for the farm shop. The shop is going to sell them in bags
of different quantities. Ask each child to take a numeral
card and read out the numeral. This is the number of
biscuits they will count out and put into their bag. Once
the biscuits are bagged, the child draws a picture (array)
of the number of biscuits within, or writes the corresponding numeral on a piece of paper and sticks this on
to the bag. Allow the children to fill two or three bags.
Ask the children to swap bags to check that the biscuits
have been counted accurately by taking their bag to the
corresponding numeral on a large floor number line.
Encourage the children to take out the biscuits and lay
them in a column above the numeral to count and
check. Doing this for all the numerals along the number
line helps to reinforce the connection between cardinal
and ordinal numbers, and provides a clear visual image
of the growing nature of numbers 0–10.
Number names 0–10; enough; not enough; too many;
too few; more than; greater than; less than; fewer than;
in a line; order; group; set.
Use number cards, or tiles, 0–5.
Children are told that the biscuits are to be bagged in
10s. Using random numeral cards 10–30, children work
in pairs to collect a numeral card, identify the numeral
upon it and count out the number in groups of 10. Each
group of 10 is bagged with the numeral written upon it.
Encourage the children to say how many groups of 10
and how many left over their numeral has. The bags of
10, and few remaining unbagged biscuits, provide a
clear visual image of 10s and 1s.
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How to begin:
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Bags of Biscuits
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Activity 4.1
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Examples of activities
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Development:

Key vocabulary:

Simplification:
Extension:
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